


Specialty Games!

“The Newlywed Game” a.k.a. “The Shoe Game”

Loosely based on the old TV show, the newlyweds are seated back-to-back on the dance floor and each

is handed a glass of white wine and a glass of red wine (your shoes can also be used as props if these 

drinks are not on hand).  Either way, each prop represents one of you.  The MC then begins asking a 

short series of questions about your relationship, and you'll simply raise the corresponding glass (or 

shoe) to indicate your answers.  Neither of you can see the other's answers, but all your guests can see 

both, hence the fun of the game... They'll witness how consistent or inconsistent your answers are (i.e. 

“how well you really know each other”), and get lots of laughs out of it!  This game is a great way to 

start loosening folks up and facilitate more fun and dancing a bit later. 

“Newlywed Trivia” (requires answers to separate questionnaire) 

This optional second part of the game is done with the newlyweds still seated on the dance floor, only 

now you're turned to face the rest of your guests.  It's now the audience's turn to participate, as the MC 

begins asking the crowd a series of questions based on info you've provided us via a questionnaire 

beforehand.  i.e. “What was the make/model of Alex's first car?” or “Who knows what movie was 

Tracy's favorite as a kid?”  Guests will raise their hands and soon begin shouting out answers, 

competing to show off their knowledge!  Again, the goal is to loosen folks up after our more traditional

moments, get them engaged, and create an atmosphere of fun that will carry over to dance time. 

“Treasure Hunt” 

Six contestants (nominated by the newlyweds) are seated side-by-side in chairs on the dance floor.  The

MC explains that they are now competing in a treasure hunt, calls out an item and starts an upbeat 

song.  Each contestant must immediately begin searching the room for an item matching that 

description, and then get back to their chair with it as fast as possible.  Items will be simple things such 

as red lipstick, a pair of sunglasses, something green, etc.  It gets tougher as it goes along, and 

contestants may not use any item on their person... they must find everything elsewhere in the room.  

Other guests are therefore involved in helping them locate these items, so many people are engaged in 

this game.  The last contestant back with each item will find that one chair has disappeared, and they 

are eliminated!  We continue round-by-round until only one contestant is left standing...er, sitting! This

person is the winner.  A special prize can be awarded by the married couple or MC here, if desired (gift

cards really seem to juice things up!).  If not, the respect/applause of the other guests will be the prize.

“Dance Craze Contest”

This one's a lot of fun too, and is typically held for later in the evening.  To start with, we'll need at 

least four volunteers confirmed in advance.  When it's time for the game, the DJ/MC summons all 

willing contestants onto the dance floor, and our confirmed volunteers (joined by several other new 

participants, typically) will step out.  The DJ/MC then numbers each off as individuals (or small 

groups, if enough join in) and announces, “Alright folks, it's time for the Dance Craze Contest!  

Contestant/Group #1, please take center stage and tell me a number between one and ten.”  After each 

contestant/group chooses their number, the DJ then plays 30 seconds of the corresponding track from a 

special “Dance Craze” playlist.  Each contestant/group does their best to perform a 30-second dance 

routine matching the music they hear.  Various styles from different eras/genres will pop up, ranging 

from classic rock to old school hip hop to disco, more modern “crazes” like “Gangnam Style” and 

perhaps even an oldie like “The Twist”.  After each contestant/group has performed for 30 seconds, the

DJ will ask the rest of the crowd to vote for their favorite by round of applause.  This game is another 

opportunity to award a small prize, and it typically keeps guests around (and entertained) longer! 



Custom Monogram:



Mirror PhotoBooth (contactless):

V.I.P. bundle includes red carpet, custom color backdrop,
a variety of props, unlimited prints, and pic-to-text.

Projector & Screen:



Up-lighting (blue):

Up-lighting (red/amber):

*Additional custom colors available at your request!*




